
JIM CROW LAWS: WHAT WERE THEY?

Jim Crow was a set of laws and social customs requiring racial segregation. From 1881 to 1964,
Jim Crow laws separated Americans by race in 26 states. From Delaware to California, and from
North Dakota to Texas, many states (and cities, too) could impose legal punishments on people
for consorting with members of another race. The most common types of laws forbade
intermarriage and ordered business owners and public institutions to keep their black and white
clientele separated. However, Jim Crow laws covered almost every possible area of human
contact. The following is a sampling of Jim Crow laws from various states:

Nurses: No person or corporation shall require any white female nurse to nurse in wards or
rooms in hospitals, either public or private, in which negro men are placed. Alabama

Buses: All passenger stations in this state operated by any motor transpoftation company shall
have separate waiting rooms or space and separate ticket windows for the rvhite and colored
races. Alabama

Railroads: The conductor of each passenger train is authorized and required to assign each
passenger to the car or the division of the car, rvhen it is divided by a partition, designated for the
race to which such passenger belongs. Alabarua

Restaurants: It shall be unlawful to conduct a restaurant or other place for the serving of food in
the city, at which white and colored people are serwed in the salne room, unless such white and
colored persons are effectually separated by a solid partition extending from the floor uprvard to
a distanoe ofseven feet or higher, and unless a separate entrance from the street is provided fbr
each compartrnent. Alabama

Pool and Billiard Rooms: It shall be unlawful for a negro and white person to play together or
in company with each other at any game of pool or billiards. Alabama

Toilet Facilities, Male: Every employer of white or negro males shall pror,'ide for such white or
negro males reasonably accessible and separate toilet facilities. Alabama

Intermarriage: The marriage of a person of Caucasian blood with a Negro, Mongolian, Malay,
or Hindu shall be null and vord. Arizona
Intermarriage: Al1 marriages between a white person and a negro, or between a white person and
a person of negro descent to the fouth generation inclusive, are hereby forever prohibited.
Florida

Cohabitation: Any negro man and u,hite woman, or any w'hite man and negro !tr/oman, who are
not married to each other, who shall habitually live in and occupy in the nighttime the same room
shall each be punished by imprisonment not exceeding twelve (12) months, or by fine not
exceeding five hundred ($500.00) dollars. Florida

Education: The schools for white children and the schools for negro children shall be conducted
separately. Florida



Separate free schools shall be established for the education of children of African descent; and it
shall be unlawful for any colored child to attend any white school, or any white child to attend
any white school, or any white child to attend a colored school. Missouri

Juvenile Delinquents: There shall be separate buildings, not nearer than one fourth mile to each
other, one for white boys and one for negro boys. White boys and negro boys shall not, in any
manner, be associated together or worked together. Florida

Mental Hospitals: The Board of Control shall see that proper and distinct apartments are
arranged for said patients, so that in no case shall Negroes and white persons be together.
Georgia

Intermarriage: It shall be unlawful for a white person to marry anyone except a white person.
Any marriage in violation of this section shall be void. Georgia

Barbers: No colored barber shall serve as a barber [to] white women or girls. Georgia

Burial: The officer in charge shall not bury, or allow to be buried, any colored persons upon
ground set apart or used for the burial of white persons. Georgia

Restaurants: All persons licensed to conduct a restaurant, shall serve either white people
exclusively or colored people exclusively and shall not sell to the two races within the same
room or serve the two races anywhere under the same license. Georgia

Amateur Baseball: It shall be unlawful for any arnateur white baseball team to play baseball on
any vacant lot or baseball diamond within two blocks of a playground devoted to the Negro race,
and it shall be unlawful for any amateur colored baseball team to play baseball in any vacant lot
or baseball diamond within two blocks of any playground devoted to the white race. Georgia

Parks: It shall be unlawful for colored people to frequent any park owned or maintained by the
city for the benefit, use and enjolment of white persons...and unlawful for any white person to
fi"equent any park owned or maintained by the city fbr the use and benefit of colored persons.
Georgia

Wine and Beer: All persons licensed to conduct the business of selling beer or wine...shall serve
either white people exclusively or colored people exclusively and shall not sell to the two races
u,ithin the same room at any time. Georgia

Reform Schools: The children of white and colored races committed to the houses of reform
shall be kept entirely separate from each other. Kentuclq;

Circus Tickets: All circuses, shows, and tent exhibitions, to which the attendance of...more than
one race is invited or expected to attend shall provide for the convenience of its patrons not less
than two ticket offices with individual ticket sellers, and not less than two entrances to the said
perfonnance, with individual ticket takers and receivers, and in the case of outside or tent



perfornances, the said ticket offices shall not be less than twenty-five (25) feet apart. Lottisiana

Housing: Any person...who shall rent any part of any such building to a negro person or a negro
family when such building is already in whole or in part in occupancy by a white person or white
family, or vice versa when the building is in occupancy by a negro person or negro family, shall
be guilty of a rnisdemeanor and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than
twenty-five ($25.00) nor more than one hundred ($ 100.00) dollars or be irnprisoned not less than
10, or more than 60 days, or both such fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court.
Lottisiana

The Blind: The board of trustees shall...maintain a separate building...on separate ground for the
admission, care, instruction, and support of all blind persons of the colored or black race.
Louisiana

Intermarriage: All marriages between a white person and a negro, or between a white person
and a person of negro descent, to the third generation, inclusive, or between a white person and a

member of the Malay race; or between the negro a nd a member of the Malay race; or between a
person of Negro descent, to the third generation, inclusive, and a member of the Malay racq are
forever prohibited, and shall be void. Maryland

Railroads: All railroad companies and corporations, and all persons running or operating cars or
coaches by steam on any railroad line or track in the State of Maryland, for the transportation of
passengers, are hereby required to provide separate cars or coaches for the travel and
transportation of the white and colored passengers. Marltlani

- A1l railroads carrying passengers in the state (other than street railroads) shall provide equal but
separate accommodations for the white and colored races. by providing two or more passengers
for each passenger train, or by dividing the cars by partition, so as to secure separate
accommodations. Tennessee

Education: Separate schools shall be maintained for the children of the white and colored races.
Mississippi

Promotion of Equality: Any person...who shall be guilty of printing, publishing or circulating
printed, typewritten or written matter urging or presenting for public acceptance or general
information, arguments or suggestions in favor of social equality or of intermarriage between
whites and negroes, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to fine or not exceeding five
hundred (500.00) dollars or imprisonment not exceeding six (6) months or both. Mississippi

Intermarriage: The marriage of a white person with a negro or mulatto or person who shall
have one-eighth or more of negro blood. shall be unlawful and void. Mississippi

Hospital Entrances: There shall be rnaintained by the governing authorities of every hospital
rnaintained by the state for treatment of white and colored patients separate enkances for u.hite
and colored patients and visitors, and such entrances shall be used by the race only for which
they are prepared. Mississippi



Prisons: The warden shall see that the white convicts shall have separate apartments for both
eating and sleeping from the negro convicts. Mississippi

- It shall be unlawful for any white prisoner to be handcuffed or otherwise chained or tied to a
negro prisoner. Arkansas

Intermarriage: All marriages between...white persons and negroes or white persons and

Mongolians...are prohibited and declared absolutely void...No person having one-eighth part or
more of negro blood shall be permitted to marry any white person, nor shall any white person be
permitted to marry any negro or person having one-eighth part or more of negro blood. Missouri

Education: Separate rooms fshall] be provided for the teaching of pupils of Akican descent, and

fwhen] said rooms are so provided, such pupils may not be admitted to the school rooms
occupied and used by pupils of Caucasian or other descent. Nev, Mexico

- Separate free schools shall be established for the education of children of African descent; and

it shail be unlawful for any colored child to attend any rrhite school, or any white child to attend
a colored school. Missouri

llair Dresser: No colored barber shall serve as a barber to white women or girls.

Textbooks: Books shall not be interchangeable between the white and colored schools, but shall
continue to be used by the race first using thern. North Carolina

Libraries: The state librarian is directed to fit up and maintain a separate place for the use of the
colored people who may come to the library for the purpose of reading books or periodicals.
North Carolina

l\{ilitia: The white and colored militia shall be separately enrolled, and shall never be compelled
to serve in the same organization.No organization of colored troops shall be pennitted where

white troops are available, and while white permitted to be organized, colored troops shall be

under the command of white offtcers. North Carolina

Transportation: The...Utilities Conrmission...is empowered and directed to require the
establishment of separate waiting rooms at all stations for the white and colored races. North
Carolina

Teaching: Any instructor who shall teach in any school. college or institution where members of
the white and colored race are received and enrolled as pupils for instruction shall be deerned

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than ten

dollars ($10.00) nor more than fifty dollars (550.00) for each offense. Oklahoma

Fishing, Boating, and Bathing: The fConservation] Commission shail have the right to make

segregation of the white and colored races as to the exercise of rights of fishing, boating and

bathing. Oklahoma



Mining: The baths and lockers for the negroes shall be separate from the white race, but may be
in the same building. Oklahoma

Telephone Booths: The Corporation Commission is hereby vested with power and authority to
require telephone companies...to maintain separate booths for white and colored patrons when
there is a demand for such separate booths. That the Corporation Commission shall determine
the necessity for said separate booths only upon complaint of the people in the town and vicinity
to be served after due hearing as now provided by law in other complaints filed with the
Corporation Comrniss ion. Okla h o ma

Lunch Counters: No persons, firms, or corporations, who or which furnish meals to passengers
at station restaurants or station eating houses, in times limited by common carriers of said
passengers, shall fuitish said meals to white and colored passengers in the same room, or at the
same table, or at the same counter. South Carolina

Child Custody: It shall be unlawful for any parent, relative, or other white person in this State,
having the control or custody of any white child, by right of guardianship, natural or acquired, or
othenvise, to dispose of, give or surrender such white child pennanently into the custody,
control, maintenance, or support, of a negro. South Carolina

Libraries: Any white person of such county may use the county free library under the rules and
regulations prescribed by the commissioners court and rnay be entitled to all the privileges
thereof. Said court shall make proper provision for the negroes of said county to be served
through a separate branch or branches of the county free library, which shall be administered by
[a] custodian of the negro race under the supervision of the county librarian. Texas

Education: [The County Board of Education] shall provide schools of two kinds; those for white
children and those for colored children. Texas

Theaters: Every person...operating...any public hall, theatre, opera house, motion picture show
or any place of public entertainment or public assemblage which is attended by both white and
colored persons, shall separate the white race and the colored race and shall set apart and
designate...certain seats therein to be occupied by white persons and a portion thereof , or certain
seats therein. to be occupied by colored persons. Virginia

Railroads: The conductors or managers on all such railroads shall have power, and are hereby
required, to assign to each white or colored passenger his or her respective car, coach or
compartment. If the passenger fails to disclose his race, the conductor and managerst acting in
good faith, shall be the sole judges of his race. Virginia

Intermarriage: All marriages of white persons with Negroes, Mulattos, Mongolians, or Malaya
hereafter contracted in the State of Wyoming are and shall be illegal and void. Wyoming

- Marriages are void when one party is a white person and the other is possessed of one-eith or
more Negro, Japanese, or Chinese blood. Nebraska



Games: It shall be unlawful for a negro and white person to play together or in company with
each other in any game of cards or dice, dominoes or checkers. Alabama

Bi-racial Children: Any white woman who shall suffer or permit herself to be got with child by
a negro or mulatto.....shall be sentenced to the penitentiary for not less than eighteen months.
Marytlqni

The name Jim Crow is often used to describe the segregation laws, rules, and customs which
arose after Reconstruction ended rn 1877 , and continued until the mid-1960s. How did the name

become associated with these "Black Codes" which took away many of the rights which had
been granted to blacks through the 13th, 14th, and 1 5th Amendments?

"Come listen all you galls and boys,
I'm going to sing a little song,
My name is Jim Crow.
Weel about and turn about and do jis so,

Eb'ry time I weel about I jump Jim Crow."

These words are from the song, "Jim Crow," as it appeared in sheet music written by Thomas
Dartmouth "Daddy" Rice. Rice, a struggling "actor" (he did short solo skits between play scenes)
at the Park Theater in New York, happened upon a black person singing the above song -- some
accounts say it was an old black slave who walked with difficulty, others say it was aragged
black stable boy. Whether modeled on an old man or a young boy we will never know, but we
know that in 1828 Rice appeared on stage as "Jim Crow" - an exaggerated, highly stereotypical
black character.

Rice, a white man, was one of the first performers to wear blackface makeup -- his skin was
darkened with bumt cork. His Jim Crow song-and-dance routine was an astounding success that
took him from Louisville to Cincinnati to Pittsburgh to Philadelphia and finally to New York in
1832. He also performed to great acclaim in London and Dublin. By then "Jim Crow" was a
stock character in minstrel shows, along with counterparts Jim Dandy and Zip Coon. Rice's
subsequent blackface characters were Sambos, Coons, and Dandies. White audiences were
receptive to the portrayals of blacks as singing, dancing, grinning fools.

By 1838, the term "Jim Crow" was being used as a collective racial epithet for blacks, not as

offensive as nigger, but similar to coon or darkie. The popularity of minstrel shows clearly aided
the spread of Jim Crow as a racial slur. This use of the term only lasted half a century. By the
end of the 19th century, the words Jim Crow were less likely to be used to derisively describe
blacks; instead, the phrase Jim Crow was being used to describe laws and customs which
oppressed blacks.

The minstrel show was one of the first native forms of American entertainment, and Rice was

rightly regarded as the "Father of American minstrelsy." He had many imitators. In 1843, four
white men from New York, billed as the Virginia Minstrels, darkened their faces and imitated
the singing and dancing of blacks. They used violins, castanets, banjos, bones, and tambourines.



Their routine was successful and they were invited to tour the country. In 1845, the Christy
Minstrels (for whom Stephen Foster wrote some of his most popular songs) originated many
features of the minstrel show, including the seating of the blackface performers in a semicircle
on stage, with the tambourine player (Mr. Tambo) at one end, and the bones player (Mr. Bones)
at the other; the singing of songs, called Ethiopian melodies, with harmonized choruses; and the
humorous banter ofjokes between the endmen and the performer in the middle seat (Mr.
Interlocutor). These performers were sometimes called Ethiopian Delineators and the shows
were popularly referred to as Coon Shows.

Rice and his imitators, by their stereotypical depictions of blacks, helped to popularizethe belief
that blacks werelazy, stupid, inherently less human, and unworthy of integration. During the
years that blacks were being victimized by lynch mobs, they were also victimizedby the racist
caricatures propagated through novels, sheet music, theatrical plays, and minstrel shows.
Ironically, years later when blacks replaced white minstrels, the blacks also "blackened" their
faces, thereby pretending to be whites pretending to be blacks. They, too, performed the Coon
Shows which dehumanized blacks and helped establish the desirability of racial segregation.

Daddy Rice, the original Jim Crow, became rich and famous because of his skills as a minstrel.
However, he lived an extravagant lifestyle, and when he died in New York on September 19,

1860, he was in poverty.

The minstrel shows were popular between 1850 and 1870, but they lost much of their national
popularity with the coming of motion pictures and radios. Unforlunately for blacks, the minstrel
shows continued in small towns, and caricatured portrayals of blacks found greater expression in
motion pictures and radios.
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1965 ALABAMA TITERACY TEST

1965 ALABAMA LITERACY TEST

Name

1 . Which of the following is a right guaranteed by 1 1. To serve as President of the United States, a

the Bill of Rights?

_PublicEducation _Employment
_Voting _Trial by Jury

12. What words are required by law to be on all coins
2.The federal census of population is taken each five and paper currency of the U.S.?

years. _True _False

3. If a person is indicted for a crime, name two rights 13. The Supreme Court is the chief lawmaking body

which he has. of the state. True False

14.If a law passed by a state is contrary to provisions
4. A U.S. senator elected at the general election in of the U.S. Constitution, which law prevails?

November takes office the following year on what
date?

15. If a vacancy occurs in the U.S. Senate, the state
5. A President elected at the general election in must hold an election, but meanwhile the place

November takes office the following year on what may be filled by a temporary appointment made

date?

6. Which definition applies to the word
"amendment?"

_Proposed change, as in a Constitution

person must have attained:

-25 
_35 _40 _45 years

16. A U.S. senator is elected for a term of_ years.

17. Appropriation of money for the armed services

by

-Making 

of peace between nations at war can be only for a period limited to _ years.

_A part of the government

18. The chief executive and the administrative offices
7. A person appointed to the U.S. Supreme court is make up the branch of government.
appointed for a term of_

19. Who passes laws dealing with piracy?

8. When the Constitution was approved by the
original colonies, how many states had to ratify it
in order for it to be in effect? 20. The number of representatives which a state is

entitled to have in the House of Representatives is
9. Does enumeration affect the income tax levied on based ori
citizens in various states?

21. The Constitution protects an individual against
10. Persons opposed to swearing in an oath may say, punishments which are
instead: (solemnly
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1965 ALABAMA LITERACY TEST PAGE 2

22.\Nhen a jury has heard and rendered a verdict in 34. "Involuntary servitude" is permitted in the U.S.

a case, and the judgment on the verdict has become upon conviction of a crime. True _False
final, the defendant cannot again be brought to trial
for the same cause. _True _False 35. If a state is a party to a case, the constitution

provides that original jurisdiction shall be in
23. Name two levels of government which can levy

taxes:
36. Congress passes laws regulating cases which are

24. Communism was the type of government in: included in those over which the U.S. Supreme

_U.S. Russia _England Court has jurisdiction.

25. Cases tried before a court of law are two types, 37. Which of the following is a right guaranteed by
civil and the Bill of RiShts of the U.S. Constitution?

26. By a majority vote of the members of congress, filXft'_??,, *t#cation
the Congress can change provisions of the
Constitution of the U.S. True 

-False 
38. The Legislatures of the states decide how

27. Forsecurity, each state has a right to form u "esidertial 
t'ttT;lluy be chosen'

28. rhe erectorar vote ror president is counted in the ir1;jl1$11X'iJ,il:'jJ}:::ji*,"#ffi'-",,,
presence of two bodies' Name them: have to vote approval in order for this to be done?

40. The Vice President presides over
29.lf no candidate for President receives a majority
of the electoral vote, who decides who will become 41. The Constitution limits the size of the District of
President? Columbia to

30. Of the original 13 states, the one with the largest 42.The only laws which can be passed to apply to an
representation in the first Congress was area in a federal arsenal are those passed by

provided consent for the purchase

of the land is given by the
31. Of which branch of government is the Speaker of
the House a part? 43. In which document or writing is the "Bill of

-Executive -Legislative 
Judicial Rights" found?

32. Capital punishment is the giving of a death 44. Of which branch of government is a Supreme

sentence. _True 
-False

Court justice a part?

-Executive -Legislative 
Judicial

33. In case the President is unable to perform the

duties of his office, who assumes them? 45. If no person receives a majority of the electoral
votes, the Vice President is chosen by the Senate.

True _False
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1965 ALABAMA LITERACY TEST

1965 ATABAMA

46. Name two things which the states are forbidden
to do by the U.S. Constitution.

LITERACY TEST PAGE 3

58. On the impeachment of the chief justice of the
Supreme court of the U.S., who tries the case?

48. How many votes must a person

to become President if the election

47.lf election of the President becomes the duty of
the U.S. House of Representatives and it fails to act,

who becomes President and when?

59. Money is coined by order of:

_U.S. Congiress _The President's Cabinet

_State Legislatures

60. Persons elected to cast a state's vote for U.S.

President and Vice President are called presidential

61. Name one power which is exclusively legislative
and is mentioned in one of the parts of the U.S.

Constitution above.

62.|f a person flees from justice into another state, who
has authority to ask for his return?

63. Whose duty is it to keep Congress informed of
the state of the union?

64. If the two houses of Congress cannot agree on
adjournment, who sets the time?

65. When presidential electors meet to cast ballots for
President, must all electors in a state vote for the same
person for President or can they vote for different
persons if they so choose?

66. After the presidential electors have voted, to
whom do they send the count of their votes?

67. The power to declare war is vested in

68. Any power and rights not given to the U.S. or
prohibited to the states by the U.S. Constitution are

specified as belonging to whom?

Grades 9-12 | SUFFRAGE AND THE RIGHT T0 VOTE | 4

receive in order
is decided by the

U.S. House of Representatives?

49. How many states were required to approve the
original Constitution in order for it to be in effect?

50. Check the offenses which, if you are convicted
them, disqualify you for voting:

_Murder 
-Issuing 

worthless checks

-Petty 
larceny 

-Manufacturing 

whiskey

51. The Congress decides in what manner states

elect presidential electors. True 

-False52. Name two of the purposes of the U.S.

Constitution.

53. Congress is composed of

54. AII legislative powers granted in the U.S. Consti-
tution may legally be used only by_

55. The population census is required to be made

every _ years.

56. Impeachments of U.S. officials are tried by

57 . lf an effort to impeach the President of the U.S.

is made, who presides at the trial?

of
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ANSWERS TO ALABAMA LITERACY TEST

1. Trial by Jury only 36. Co-appellate

2. False (every ,10 years) 37. Trial by jury
3. Habeas Corpus (immediate presentation 38. True

of charges); lawyer; speedy trial 39. Congress and the legislatures of both states

4. January 3 40. the Senate

5. January 20 41. 10 miles square

6. Proposed change, as in a Constitution 42. Congress; state legislatures

7. Life (with good behavior) 43. Constitution
8. Nine 44. Judicial

9. Yes 45. True

10. Affirm 46. Coin money; make treaties

11. 35 47. The Vice President, until the House acts

12. In God We Trust 48. 26

13. False 49. I
i4. U.S. Constitution 50. Murder

15. The governor 51. False

16. Six 52. (Preamble statements) "to form a more perfect

17. Tho union, establish justice, insure domestic

18. Executive tranquillity, provide for the common defense,

19. Congress promote the general welfare, and secure the

20. Population (as determined by census) blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity."

less untaxed Indians 53. House of Representatives and Senate

21. Cruel and unusual 54. Congress

22. True 55. 10

23. State and local 56. The Senate

24. Russia 57. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
25. Criminal 58. The Senate

26. False 59. The U. S. Congress

27. Militia 60. Electors

28. House of Representatives, Senate 61. Pass laws, coin money, declare war

29. House of Representatives 62. The Governor

30. Virginia 63. The President

31. Legislative 64. The President

32. True 65. They can vote for different people.

33. The Vice President 66. Vice President (President of the Senate)

34. True 67. Congress

35. The Supreme Court 68. The states; the people
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Drug Policies in the United States
Nixon and the Generation Gap

ln lhe '1960s, as drugs beme symbols of youthtul rebeliion. social upheavai, and political disseni, the
goverirent hallal sistific 6eare ro eraluate their medical safety and efflmcy.

in June 1971, Presiden: Nixon declared a \€r on drugs.' He dramatically increased the sire and presence of
federal drug conrol agmcis. and pushed thragh mea$res such as mandatory s€ntencing and nc-knock
warra.ls. Nixon tempsarily placsl marijuana in Schedule Ore, ine mosi reshclive category cf drugs,
pending revisr by a mmisitr ie appointed led by Repub:icn Pennsylvan:a Goyernor Raymmd Shrer.
ln 1972, the enmisicn unanrmHsly tMr€nded Cwiminalizing the pcsssis and CistriSution of
rs,ijuana ls peenal us. Nixm i-cnored the repo( anc ejd€d its recommenda'Jons.

Stats began to tdlor/ Nrxs's'war cn drugs,'fiEt wilh Nsd York enacling the draconian Rtrkefeller Drug
La!6 in '1973. The la!€, nam€d lor then-Govomor Nelso. Rocketollsr, required long rondatory minimum
sentencd qt 15 lreE to iite ttr oven t:6t-tire, nonvioieit Crug otfenss. C{v. Rtrkel€llor sid ii res :ime to
take a criminaljustie ap9@ch io drug p.riicy. Olher stat6lollmd l.lsw York's example.

The 1970s and Marijuana

SEi IHE [1ovlE

Prrss & Reviews

Shos/t!mes & Tici(ets

Hcst A Screenlng

Aboril The Movie

Selederi Scenes.z'Ertras

l]'::1gB:: _
G'T INYOi.VED

Diug WarToday

Drug Wi, Hislory

Conlnunity Aciioo

Reiorm 0rganizariof,s

Join The Movemrni

ACCidon Anc Treaiment

DRUG IIIAR HIST{IRY

A Brief Outline of

lRUC iA!YS PRi,]96iIS

1914 - The Harrison Act ,slricls the sale

o, heroin and cmine - both legai at the

ire - ani establshs a legal frameork
ior federa! interueition cn irug tr9licy.

1919 - Alcohol prohibitis iB sacted a8

the 18lh Amondrent to ltE
ConslitJtion. The failure of Prohibltion
led to its rcpeal in 1933 - ihc onty
Constihrtisal Amendmeot ever
rcpealed by lhe States.

.1937-Attertie1936rdessecftheanti- Betren 1973 and 1979, allhough ffiny stats v€e enacting tough lare egainst d^rgs. marijuara was

marijuanan,m"ReererMadnes,' !ffiJ'"ffi[l#-:,1'[f:**iJn.:fflySii::*"J:#il'J;8Jtr"'.:X.XT:SX1lflil"iffi",T:i:l"T
rcm5ired with 90,!ing prsure from ra.ijuana osiminaliation. There mS evs mvement toy€rss marijuana oedminalization in Congress -w€tem stat6 over ffiptaints aboul in Ociober, 1977. iie.Ssate Judlciary Comfiitre vote lo dsiminalire possession of up tc an ounce of

Me*€n tabore6, congrs pass the r€iiiuana h. psffial u*. but the m€sute never Ecei\'&i enough suppod t,3 besme law.

Mari,uana Tax Act of 1937. ,{tlich in eff€t Wrthin just e f# yBs, the 'ride ,'rac shiiec. PropGls to deaiminalize marijuana \€re abandcned as thoy

criminalizE the pcsBsion and u* of wre ultimately caught uD in a brGder cutural backlash against the perceived permissiv€nss of the lg70s.

manjuana.!!99: The 19g0s and gos: Drug Hysteria

1951 - Boggs Amsorent * congrs The prssidgnry of REald Reagan m€rke6 the stan of a isg period of sky'trkstng rates of in*reration.
enadsfaderal mandatoryftnimuc ior largely thanks to his unpredentec expansim cf the drug mr. Th€ numis of people behi^d 9as tor

drug pffisim. !bis_* nfrviden! drug iaw ofensE incDased froB 50.COg in 1980 io nearly 500.00C by 200C.
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penalties for drug offsses. i*drding the mid-to.late 1983s. Los Ang€les Polic€ Chief Daryl Gates. 'flho staied that casual drug usere "ought to be
pcsssson !!e!e: f"g,ii;iill-'I::;,8*iiffff":H'. *:ilil,i'fl'J$*i:Hf:,Sffi;:i,:l$ri3Jl"#il:

exta$ion ot synng€ a€ess p.ograre and cf4s ham reductjm policies to redue ihe rapid spread of
HlVr'AlDS.

ln 1985, the proportion of Amsi€ns polled who sil, drug abuse s the naton's -numb€r one probiem' wes just 2-6 percent. The figure g@ througr the
.erainder of the 1980s, dri!€n largely by the cftntf},s frxation on crack-ffiine, until. ir Sepiember 1989, it r€ched a remarkable 64 perffint - cfle of the
mGt inlenso fixations by the Areri€n public tr eny isue in polling his:orv. W!Ei. l6s than a year, h&€vs. the {igure Dlummeted to l6s than lC perc6nt, as
the redia io$t interest. Hc€E, the resuling pdilici hysteria had al€ady led ro the passge of draconian pe$liis at the state enc federal levels. Eren as
the drug sre tadsd ,rom the gublic mrnd, t]6e Folici6 grocucsd ffi:ating levels ot ar,sts and inerectiG.

Although Bill Clints advGtqj fu troattrEft iretgad of in€rera'i;m dunog hs 1992 pt6idstia; campaign, afier his firsi lew ronths in th6 White Hous he
rovertod io the drug war straiBgi6 of hE RepubiiEn pred€c$ffi. Notsio6ly, Clintfi rej€cled a U.S. Strteicirg Commissron ro@flmfidation to eliminaie
the dispariiy cetx€on crack and povds ffiine snten6, which hai airedy isc to a$onishing raca: disparities in lhe criminel justice system. He also
rejected, with the sncoumlEmnl of Crug Gr Genera: Barry Lrccafirey, nealth sscrstary Donna Sialala's aovire io end the fsse,al ban on funding ftr sllnge
acmss Drogram. Yet, a msth bEfore lealing offce, Clinton asseied io a Rclling Stone irteMew that \re fsil"v nsed a re-samination of our entire poltcy on
mpriscnment' of people who use crugs. and sald that marijuana use "shcJld be deininalized.'
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C€trge W Bush arived in the llvtrite Hdse as '+e drug war was running dt oi stsm - yet he allocated mcre mon€y than ever tc ii. His drug aar, John
Walte[, realously fm,seC m rodjuana afid launched a major campaign to promote student 6ru9 tes:ing. Vvhile rats of illicit Crug use remained conslant,
overdse faialiti6 rce raridly. The era of C€orgr€ W. Bush alsc wiaess€d tile rapid Eclatm of lhe milfdrization cf domestic diug law enfsement. By the
enc of BJsh's term, tnse rere acout 40.000 paEmilitar-v-sty'e SygAT raids s ArEri€ns every year - rosliy fo. nonyiolent drug ls, oftenses. cften
misdemgarm. 9rhile federal refom lrcuy stailed under Bush, stat*lsJel refom finaliy b€gtsn lo slil the grodlfi o the drug w?r.

Poliicians Degan to routinely admit to having 6al marijuana, and even reine, men iiley s€re ydnger. Wheo Michael Aerlb€rg was quEironed dur$g
nis 200'! myoral campaign abod wheher he had evgr used marjuana, he sid, "YGi bet I did - and I enjoyed it.' Senatcr Barack Obama also candidiy
discused hs poor cGine and mariiuana use: 'Vlhs I ms a kid, I inhaled ,requstly - riat Hs dte point.'
D6pite ihe changed public face ot drug u*, t,le asault m Alnericans gmisted. Bmmberg cveE& a highe. raie of low-levei ntarijuana arresrs than any
mayor in New York City historv. ffld Obama, depite ad!'mting for rdorm - such as reducing the crack/powder sentencing dispadty, ending lhe bai on
fedoral funding tor syriige ac6s pogtare, a.d supporlitg state medi€l marijuana lals * h6 )€t io sha drug conlrol funding to a heallh-basd apprGch.

Ptogrs is inevitably slow, bllt today thse is unFecedffiled lffientum behind drug poliry re(orm. Al the ?reigri cl the .iru-o wa, hysieria in the late 19&rs and
ea.iy 199Cs, a mvemeni merged sking a si apprcch lo drug poitcy. The gr@ing f,o,,emert included suppJ( from acrcss the pciitical spectrum - fom
prmineni mnsaruatrvs and libsals. civil libefarians and progGsives. Tlat me*ement is grfring today.
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A Nation Behind Bars
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as the "War on Drugs" and "Tough
on Crime," which have produced
legislation such as "Three Strikes,
Youte Out" and mandatoryminimum
sentencing. These policies-based
not on sober scientific fact, but on
fear-have done littie to protect the
public, while overcrowding prisons,
burdening taxpayers, and normalizing
an overly punitive mindset that turns
to incarceration as a first-rather than
a last-resort.

What's more, African Americans and
Latinos disproportionateiy bear the
brunt of the overincarceration crisis
because of discriminatorylaws and
biased enforcement and sentenc-
ing, even though white Americans

commit crimes at the same rates as

peopie of color. A shocking one-in-
nine young black men (aged 20-34) is
behind bars.

Hqmedah Hasan, as a
young mother, fled an
abusiye relationship
and went to live with
her cousin. He pres-
sured her into running
errands for his crack
cocaine business in
exchange for his hos-

pitality. Despite only

Perversion of Justice,
a documentary by
Metissa Mummert

peripheral inyolvement in a first-time,
nontiolent offinse, Hasan was given life
in prison (later reduced to 27 years). If
her ffinse had instead involved powder
cocaine, she would befree today, but the
judge\ hands were tied by mandatory
minimum sentences for crack-a dis-
parity that exacerbates racial inequality
in the prison system, since crack arrest-
ees a.re disprop ortionately black.

Another disturbing trend resulting
from our nation's overreliance on
incarceration and excessive sen-
tencing is the rise in the number of
elderiy prisoners-the fastest-growing
segment of the prison population.
It costs two to three times more to
house elderiy prisoners than younger
people. At the same time, an increase
in age is correlated with a diminish-
ing risk of recidivism. So, until we
change our practices, the United
States will continue to waste vast
resources on people who no longer
pose a threat to the community.

Wete also seeing the resurgence
of debtors'prisons, resulting in

[continued on page 6)
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irlearty hatf of a[[ state prisoners are [ocked up for nonviotent offenses.

f A f ith an incarcerated popula-
VV tion of *A over2miilion,

the United States has earned the
disgracefui distinction of being the
world's largest jaiier, ahead of China
and Russia. We have 5 percent of the
worid's population but25 percent of
its prisoners.

With our prisons bursting at the
searns, more Americans are deprived
of their iiberty than eyer before-un-
fairly and unnecessarily-with no
benefit to public safetf and at great
taxpayer expense. Neaf half of ali
people in state prisons are nonrriojent
offenders.

How did we get to this point? Blame
it on policies of the past 40 years such



A Nation Behind Bars
{coniinuec f i-om page 1)

thousands of people being put ir jail
itlegalty because they are too poor to

pay fines for traffic tickets or other
minor misdemeanors.

Because l(yle Dewitt
was jobless, he could
not pay his fine when

he got ticketed for
catching a fish out
of season. Although
he of,ered to pay in

installments, the judge rejected the pro-
posal and Dewitt was jailed. It is hard
to argue that Dewitt's jailing made the

public safer, or that it made economic

sense to jail him at taxpayer expense

over a $215 fine.

The human toll of our criminal
justice system is massive. Fortunately,

policyrnakers from across the political
spectrum are beginning to take note

of these injustices, thanks in large part
to the financial crisis facing states and

the ACLUs advocacy.

Ln2007, states spent more than $44

billion on incarceration and related

expenses, up L27 percent since 1987.

Continued prison growth is projected

to cost states an additional $25 billion
in 2011. With the "Great Recession"

still in firll swing, states simply cannot

affor<i to continue down this path.

This new bipartisan scrutiny of
prisons amidst budget shortfails

19E7

of historic prop ortions provides

the ACLU with a unique window
of opportunity to usher in reform,
building on our decades of work in
the criminal justice arena. We seek to
generate reforms that promote more
fairness in the criminal justice sys-

tem-including fewer peopie behind
bars when there are more effective

alternatives-while advancing public
safety and saving taxpayer dollars.

With ACLU affiliates in every state,

and with the credibility of our 90-year

history, we will make progress on this
issue on every front. Already, we are

successfully advocating for better sen-

opportunity to have their sentences

reviewed and possibly reduced.

We are litigating to end overcrowding
and all manner of prisoner abuse. And
we are providing guidance to policy-
makers on how to reduce their prison
populations and costs while protect-
ing communities. Our recent report
"Smart Reform Is Possible" provides a

menu of specific reforms available to
state goYernments, aiong with suc-

cess stories. In Ohio, for exampie, the
ACLU helped get a bill passed that
will save the state $1 billion and cut
its prisoner population by nearly 14

percent. And in Mississippi, ACLU-

,=-.m;' .ffie-=g.3t*;;.'a G e n e ra L po p u lati o n g rowth rate

Prison popuLation growth rate

The United Siaies prison poputation rose by 700o/o from 1970 to 2005, a i-aie fai- ouipacing thai
of general popuLation gi-owth and crime rates.

tencing guidelines at the federal level
and in states. After decades of ACLU
lobbying, President Obama signed the
Fair Sentencing Act in August 2010,

revising the racially biased disparity
between crack and powder cocaine

sentencing laws. This past June, the

administration agreed to apply the

new guidelines retroactively. As a

result, Hamedah Hasan's remaining
sentence has been cut in half and

more than 12,000 other individuals
like her-85 percent of whom are

African American-now have the

inspired reforms will save taxpayers

$450 million-while Mississippi's

crime rate is at its lowest in27 years.

We have become a nation behind bars

and a prisoner to a broken correc-
tionai system. The time for reform is
now. The ACLU is up for the task, and

with your support, we will build on

our hard-won momentum to further
advance fairness, justice, and fiscal
responsibiiity throughout the criminai
justice system nationwide. l:

2007

# Corrections Spending ! Higf,er Education Spending

By 2007,states spent more than $44 bittion on incarceration and rei.aiec expenses, e ^t27%jump from i 987. Orrer lhis same perioC,

spending on higher educaiion rose jusi 21 %.
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THE CAGING OF AMERICA
Why do we lock up so trany people?

Adm Gopnikr,rriijAiiv :ta, ,iir12

Six million people are mder conectioml superuision in the U-S- more lhan were in Slalin's Photograph by Steve Liss.

A prison is a trap for catching time. Good reporting appears often about the inner life of the

American prison, but the catch is that American prison life is mosdy undramatic-the reported

stories fail to grab us, because, for the most part, nothing happens. One day in the life of Ivan

Denisovich is all you need to know about Ivan Denisovich, because the idea that anyone could

live for a minute in such circumstances seems impossible; one day in the life of an American

prison means much less, because the force of it is that one day typically stretches out for decades.

It isn't the horror of the time at hand but the unimaginable sameness of the time ahead that
makes prisons unendurable for their inmates. The inmates on death row in Texas are called men

in "timeless time," because they alone aren't serving time: they aren't waiting out five years or a
decade or a lifetime. The basic reality of American prisons is not that of the lock and key but that
of the lock and clock.

That's why no one who has been inside a prison, if only for a day, can ever forget the feeling.
Time stops. A note of attenuated panic, ofwatchfirl paranoia-arxiety and boredom and fear
mixed into a kind of enveloping fog, covering the guards as much as the guarded. "sometimes I
think this whole world is one big prison yard, / Some of us are prisoners, some of us are guards,"
Dylan sings, and while it isn't stricdy true-just ask the prisoners-it contains a truth: the guards
are doing time, too. As a smart man once wrote after being locked up, the thing about jail is that
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there are bars on the windows and they won't let you out. This simple tmth governs all the
others. What prisoners try to convey to the free is how the presence of time as something being
done to you, instead of something you do things with, alters the mind at every moment. For
American prisoners, huge numbers of whom are serving sentences much longer than those given
for similar crimes anywhere else in the civilized world-Texas alone has sentenced more than
four hundred teen-agers to life imprisonment-time becomes in every sense this thing you serve.

For most privileged, professional people, the experience of confinement is a mere brush,
encountered after a kid's arrest, say. For a great many poor people in America, particularly poor
black men, prison is a destination that braids through an ordinary life, much as high school and

college do for rich white ones. More than half of all black men without a high-school diploma go
to prison at some time in their lives. Mass incarceration on a scale almost unexampled in human
history is a fundamental fact of our country today-perhaps tbe fundamental fact, as slavery was

the fundamental fact of 1850. In truth, there are more black men in the grip of the criminal-
justice system-in prison, on probation, or on parole-than were in slavery then. Over all, there
are now more people under "correctional supervision" in America-more than six million-than
were in the Gulag Archipelago under Stalin at its height. That city of the confined and the
controlled, Lqckuptown, is now the second largest in the United States.

The accelerating rate of incarceration over the past few decades is just as startling as the number
of people jailed: in 1980, there were about two hundred and twenty people incarcerated for every

hundred thousand Americans; by 2010, the number had more than tripled, to seven hundred and
thirty-one. No other country even approaches that. In the past two decades, the money that
states spend on prisons has risen at six times the rate of spending on higher education. Ours is,

bottom to top, a "carceral state," in the flat verdict of Conrad Black, the former conservative

press lord and newly minted reformer, who right now finds himself imprisoned in Florida,
thereby adding a new t',,vist to an old joke: A conservative is a liberal who's been mugged; a liberal
is a conservative who's been indicted; and a passionate prison reformer is a conservative who's in
one.

The scale and the brutality of our prisons are the moral scandal of American life. Every day, at

least fifty thousand men-a fulI house at Yankee Stadium-wake in solitary confinement, often
in "supermax" prisons or prison wings, in which men are locked in small cells, where they see no

one, cannot freely read and write, and are allowed out just once a day for an hour's solo

"exercise." (Lock yourself in your bathroom and then imagine you have to stay there for the next

ten years, and you will have some sense of the experience.) Prison rape is so endemic-more than

seventy thousand prisoners are raped each year-that it is routinely held out as a threat, part of
the punishment to be expected. The subject is standard fodder for comedy, and an uncociperative

suspect being threatened with rape in prison is now represented, eyery night on television, as an

ordinary and rather lovable bit of policing. The normalization of prison rape-like eighteenth-

century japery about watching men struggle as they die on the gallows-will surely strike our

descendants as chillingly sadistic, incomprehensible on the part of people who thought



themselves civilized. Though we avoid looking direcdy at prisons, they seep obliquely into our

fashions and manners. Wealthy white teen-agers in baggy jeans and laceless shoes and multiple

tattoos show, unconsciously, the reality ofincarceration that acts as a hidden foundation for the

country.

How did we get here? How is it that our civilization, which rejects hanging and flogging and

disembowelling, came to believe that caging yast numbers ofpeople for decades is an acceptably

humane sanction? There's a fairly large recent scholarly literature on the history and sociology of
crime and punishment, and it tends to trace the Americtn z.ea7 for punishment back to the

nineteenth century, apportioning blame in two directions. There's an essentially Northern

explanation, focussing on the inheritance ofthe notorious Eastern State Penitentiary, in
Philadelphia, and its "reformist" tradition; and a Southern explanation, which sees the prison

system as essentially a slave plantation continued by other means. Robert Perkinson, the author

of the Southern revisionist tract "Texas Tough: The Rise of America's Prison Empire," traces

two ancestral lines, "from the North, the birthplace of rehabilitative penology, to the South, the

fountainhead of subjugationist discipline." In other words, there's the scientific taste for reducing

men to numbers and the slave owners' urge to reduce blacks to brutes.

William J. Stuntz, a professor at Harvard Law School who died shortly before his masterwork,

"The Collapse of American Criminal Justice," was published, last fall, is the most forceful

advocate for the view that the scandal ofour prisons derives from the Enlighte nment-era,

"procedural" nature ofAmerican justice. He runs through the immediate causes of the

incarceration epidemic: the growth of post-Rockefeller drug 1aws, which punished minor drug

offenses with major prison timel "zero tolerance" policing, which added to the group;

mandatory-sentencing laws, which prevented judges from exercising judgment. But his search for

the ultimate cause leads deeper, all the way to the Bill of Rights. In a society where Constitution

worship is still a requisite on right and ieft alike, Stuntz startlingly suggests that the Bill of
Rights is a terible document with which to start a justice system-much inferior to the exacdy

contemporary French Dedaration of the Rights of Man, which Jefferson, he points out, may

have helped shape while his prot6g6 Madison was writing ours.

The trouble with the Bill of Rights, he argues, is that it emphasizes process and procedure rather

than principles. The Declaration of the Rights of Man says, Be just! The Bill of Rights says, Be

fair! Instead of announcing general principles-no one should be accused of something that
wasn't a crime when he did it; cruel punishments are alwals wrong; the goal ofjustice is, above

all, that justice be donr-it talks procedurally. You can't search someone without a reason; you

can't accuse him without allowing him to see the evidence; and so on. This emphasis, Stuntz
thinks, has led to the current mess, where accused criminals get laboriously articulated protection
against procedural errors and no protection at all against outrageous and obvious violations of
simple justice. You can get off if the cops looked in the wrong car with the wrong warrant when
they found yourjoint, but you have no recourse if owning thejoint gets you locked up for life.
You may be spared the death penalty ifyou can show a problem with your appointed defender,



but it is much harder if there is merely enormous accumulated evidence that you weren't guilty in
the first place and the jury got it wrong. Even clauses that Americans are taught to revere are,

Stuntz maintains, unworthy of reverence: the ban on "cruel and unusual punishment" was

designed to protect cruel punishments-floggng and branding-that were not at that time
unusual.

The obsession with due process and the cult of brutal prisons, the argument goes, share an

essential impersonality. The more professionalized and procedural a system is, the more insulated

we become from its real effects on real people. That's why America is famous both for its
process-driven judicial system ("The bastard got off on a technicality," the cop-show detective

fumes) and for the harshness and inhumanity of its prisons. Though all industrialized societies

started sending more people to prison and fewer to the gallows in the eighteenth centur/, it was

in Enlightenment-inspired America that the taste for long-term, profoundly deperso nalrued

punishment became most aggravated. The inhumanity of American prisons was as much a
theme for Dickens, visiting America rn 7842, as the rynicism of American lawyers. His shock
when he saw the Eastern State Penitentiary, in Philadelphia-a "model" prison, at the time the
most expensive public building ever constructed in the country, where every prisoner was kept in
silent, separate confi nement-still resonates:

I believe that very few men are capable of estimating the immense amount of torture and agony
which this dreadful punishment, prolonged for years, inflicts upon the sufferers. . . . I hold this

slow and daily tampering with the mysteries of the brain, to be immeasurably worse than any

torture of the body: and because its ghastly signs and tokens are not so palpable to the eye and

sense of touch as scars upon the flesh; because its wounds are not upon the surface, and it extorts
few cries that human ears can hear; therefore I the more denounce it, as a secret punishment
which slumbering humanity is not roused up to stay.

Not roused up to stay-that was the point. Once the procedure ends, the penalty begins, and, as

long as the cruelty is routine, our civil responsibility toward the punished is over. We lock men

up and forget about their existence. For Dickens, even the corrupt but communal debtors'

prisons of old London were better than this. "Don't take it personally!'-that remains the slogan

above the gate to the American prison Inferno. Nor is this merely a historian's vision. Conrad
Black, at the high end, has a scary and persuasive picture of how his counsel, the judge, and the

prosecutors all merrily congratulated each other on their combined professional excellence just

before sending him off to the hoosegow for several years. If a millionaire feels that way, imagine

how the ordinary cuiprit must feel.

In place of abstraction, Stuntz argues for the saving grace of humane discretion. Basically, he

thinks, we should go into court with an understanding of what a crime is and what justice is like,

and then let common sense and compassion and specific circumstance take over. There's a lovely

scene in "The Casde," the Australian movie about a family fighting eminent-domain eviction,



where its hapless lawyer, asked in coun to point to the specific part ofthe Australian constitution
that the eviction violates, says desperately, "It's . . . just the oibe of the thing." For Stuntz, justice

ought to be just the vibe ofthe thing-not one procedural error caught or one fact worked

around. The criminal law should once again be more like the common law, with judges and

juries not merely finding fact but making law on the basis ofuniversal principles offairness,

circumstance, and seriousness, and crafting penalties to the exigencies of the crime.

The other argument-the Southern argument-is that this story puts too bright a face on the

truth. The reality of American prisons, this argument runs, has nothing to do with the knots of
procedural justice or the perversions of Enlightenment-era ideals. Prisons today operate less in
the rehabi[tative mode ofthe Northern reformers "than in a retributive mode that has long been

practiced and promoted in the South," Perkinson, an American-studies professor, writes.

"American prisons trace their lineage not only back to Pennsylvania penitentiaries but to Texas

slave plantations." White supremacy is the real principle, this thesis holds, and racial domination

the real end. In response to the apparent triumphs ofthe sixties, mass imprisonment became a

way of reimposingJim Crow. Blacks are now incarcerated seven times as often as whites. "The

system of mass incarceration works to trap African Americans in a virtual (and literal) cage," the

lega1 scholar Michelle Alexander writes. Young black men pass quickly from a period of police

harassment into a period of "formal control" (i.e., actual imprisonment) and then are doomed for

life to a sptem of"invisible control." Prevented from voting, lega1ly disriminated against for the

rest of their 1ives, most will cycle back through the prison system. The system, in this view, is not

real1y broken; it is doing what it was designed to do. Alexander's grim conclusion: "If mass

incarceration is considered as a system of social control-specifica1ly, racial control-then the

system is a fantastic success."

Northern impersonality and Southern revenge converge on a common American theme: a

growing number ofAmerican prisons are now contracted out as for-profit businesses to for-
profit companies. The companies are paid by the state, and their profit depends on spending as

little as possible on the prisoners and the prisons. It's hard to imagine any greater disconnect

between public good and private profit: the interest ofprivate prisons lies not in the obvious

social good of having the minimum necessary number of inmates but in having as many as

possible, housed as cheaply as possible. No more chilling document exists in recent American life
than the 2005 annual report ofthe biggest ofthese firms, the Corrections Corporation of
America. Here the company (which spends millions lobbying iegislators) is obliged to caution its
investors about the risk that somehow, somewhere, someone might turn offthe spigot of
convicted men:

Our growth is generally dependent upon our ability to obtain new contracts to develop and

manage new correctional and detention facilities. . . . The demand for our facilities and services

could be adversely affected by the relaxation ofenforcement efforts, lenienry in conviction and
sentencing practices or through the decriminalization of certain activities that are currently



proscribed by our criminal laws. For instance, any changes with respect to drugs and controlled
substances or illegal immigration could affect the number of persons arrested, convicted, and
sentenced, thereby potentially reducing demand for correctional facilities to house them.

Brecht could hardly have imagined such a document: a capitalist enterprise that feeds on the
misery of man tryrng as hard as it can to be sure that nothing is done to decrease that misery.

Yet a spectre haunts all these accounts, North and South, whether process gone mad or penal
colony writ large. It is that the epidemic of imprisonment seems to track the dramatic decline in
crime over the same period. The more bad guys there are in prison, it appears, the less crime
there has been in the streets. The real background to the prison boom, which shows up only
sporadically in the prison literature, is the crime wave that preceded and overlapped it.

For those too young to recall the big-city crime wave of the sixties and seventies, it may seem like
mere bogeyman history. For those whose entire childhood and adolescence were set against it, it
is the crucial trauma in recent American life and explains much else that happened in the same

period. It was the condition of the Upper West Side of Manhattan under liberal rule, far more
than what had happened to Eastern Europe under socialism, that made neo-con polemics look
persuasive. There really was, as Stuntz himself says, a liberal consensus on crime ('TVherever the
line is between a merciful justice system and one that abandons all serious effort at crime control,
the nation had crossed it"), and it really did have bad effects.

low that violent crime would have largely disappeared as a subject of conversation, he would have

seemed not so much hopeful 
^s 

crazy. Thirty years ago, crime was supposed to be a permanent
feature ofthe city, produced by an alienated underclass ofsuper-predators; now it isn't.
Something good happened to change it, and you might have supposed that the change would be

an opportunity for celebration and optimism. Instead, we mosdy content ourselves with grudging
and sardonic references to the silly side of gentrification, along with a few all-pulpose
explanations, like broken-window policing. This is a general human truth: things that work
interest us less than things that don't.

So what is the relation between mass incarceration and the decrease in crime? Certainly, in the
nineteen-seventies and eighties, many experts became persuaded that there was no way to make

bad people better; allyou could do was warehouse them, for longer or shorter periods. The best

research seemed to show, depressingly, that nothing works-that rehabilitation was a ruse. Then,
in 1983, inmates at the maximum-security federal prison in Marion, Illinois, murdered two

guards. Inmates had been (very occasionally) killing guards for a long time, but the timing of the

murders, and the fact that they took place in a climate already prepared to believe that even

ordinary humanity was wasted on the criminal classes, meant that the entire prison was put on

permanent lockdown. A century and a half after absolute solitary first appeared in American

prisons, it was reintroduced. Those terrible numbers began to grow.



And then, a decade later, crime started falling: across the country by a standard measure ofabout
forty per cenq in New York City by as much as eighty per cent. By 2010, the crime rate in New

York had seen its greatest decline since the Second World Wa5 in 2002, there were fewer

murders in Manhattan than there had been ir arry yezr since 1900. In social science, a cause

sought is usually a muddle found; in life as we experience it, a crisis resolved is causality

established. Ifa pill cures a headache, we do not ask too often if the headache might have gone

away by itsel(

All this ought to make the publication of Franklin E. Zimring's new book, "The Ciry That
Became Safe," a very big event. Zimring, a criminologist at Berkeley Law, has spent years

crunching the numbers ofwhat happened in New York in the context ofwhat happened in the

rest of America. One thing he teaches us is how little we know. The forty per cent drop across

the continent-indeed, there was a decline throughout the Western wodd- took place for

reasons that are as mysterious in suburban Ottawa as they are in the South Brorx. Zimring
shows that the usual explanations-including demographic shifts-simply can't account for what

must be accounted for. This makes the international decline look slighdy eerie: blackbirds drop

from the sky, plagues slacken and end, and there seems no absolute reason that societies leap

from one state to another over time. Trends and fashions and fads and pure contingencies

happen in other parts of our social existence; it may be that there are fashions and rycles in
criminal behavior, too, for reasons that are just as arbitrary.

But the additional forty per cent drop in crime that seems peculiar to New York final1y succumbs

to Zimring's analysis, The change didn't come from resolving the deep pathologies that the right
fixated on-from jailing super predators, driving down the number of unwed mothers, altering

welfare culture. Nor were there cures for the underlying causes pointed to by the left: injustice,

discrimination, poverty. Nor were there any "Prestol" effects arising from secret patterns of
increased abonions or the like. The city didn't get much richer; it didn't get much poorer. There

was no significant change in the ethnic makeup or the average wealth or educational levels of
New Yorkers as violent crime more or less vanished. "Broken windows" or "turnstile jumping"

policing, that is, cracking down on sma.ll visible offenses in order to create an atmosphere that

refused to license crime, seems to have had a negligible efFect; there was, Zimring writes, a great

difference between the slogans and the substance ofthe time. (Arrests for "visible' nonviolent

crim-e.g., street prostitution and public gambling-mostly we nt dotan through the period.)

Instead, small acts ofsocial engineering, designed simply to stop crimes from happening, helped

stop crime. In the nineties, the N.Y.P.D. began to control crime not by fighting minor crimes in
safe places but by putting lots ofcops in places where lots of crimes happened-"hot-spot
policing." The cops also began an aggressive, controversial program of"stop and frisk"-
"designed to catch the sharks, not the dolphins," as Jack Maple, one ofits originators, described

it-that involved what's called pejoratively "profiling." This was not so much racial, since in any

given neighborhood all the suspects were likely to be of the same race or color, as social,

involving the thousand smal1 clues that policemen recognized alre ady. Minority communities,



Zimring emphasizes, paid a disproportionate price in kids stopped and frisked, and detained, but
they also earned a disproportionate gain in crime reduced. "The poor pay more and get more" is

Zimring's way of putting it. He believes that a "light" program of stop-and-frisk could be less

alienating and just as effective, and that by bringing down urban crime stop-and-frisk had the
net effect of gready reducing the number of poor minority kids in prison for iong stretches.

Zimringinsists, plausibly, that he is offering a radical and optimistic rewriting of theories of
what crime is and where criminals are, not least because it disconnects crime and minorities. "In
1961, twenty six percent of New York City's population was minority African American or
Hispanic. Now, half of New York's population is-and what that does in an enormously hopefirl
way is to destroy the rude assumptions of supply side criminology," he says. By "supply side

criminology," he means the conservative theory of crime that claimed that social circumstances

produced a certain net amount of crime waiting to be expressed; if you stopped it here, it broke
out there. The only wzy to stop crime was to lock up all the potential criminals. In truth,
criminal activity seems like most other human choices-a question of contingent occasions and
opportunity. Crime is not the consequence of a set number of criminals; criminals are the
consequence of a set number of opportunities to commit crimes. Close down the open drug
market in Washington Square, and it does not automatically migrate to Tompkins Square Park.
It just stops, or the dealers go indoors, where dealing goes on but violent crime does not.

And, in a virtuous cycle, the decreased prevalence of crime fuels a decrease in the prevalence of
crime. When your friends are no longer doing street robberies, you're less likely to do them.

Zimring said, in a recent interview, "Remember, nobody ever made a living mugging. There's no
minimum wage in violent crime." In a sense, he argues, it's recreational, part of a life style:

"Crime is a routine behavior; it's a thing people do when they get used to doing it." And therein
lies its essential frrglity.Crime ends as a result of "ryclical forces operating on situational and

contingent things rather than from finding deeply motivated essential linkages." Conseryatives

don't like this view because it shows that being tough doesn't help; liberals don't like it because

apparently being nice doesn't help, either. Curbing crime does not depend on reversing social

pathologies or alleviating social grievances; it depends on erecting small, annoying barriers to
entry.

One fact stands out. While the rest of the countr], over the same twenty-year period, saw the
growth in incarceration that led to our current astonishing numbers, New York, despite the

Rockefeller drug laws, saw a marked decrease in its number of inmates. "New York City, in the
midst of a dramatic reduction in crime, is locking up a much smaller number of people, and

particularly of young people, than it was at the height of the crime wave ," Zimring obseryes.

Whatever happened to make street crime fall, it had nothing to do with putting more men in
prison. The logic is self-evident if we just transfer it to the realm of white-collar crime: we easily
accept that there is no net sum of white-collar crime waiting to happen, no inscrutable

generation of super-predators produced by Dewar's-gwzhngdads and scaly M.B.A. profs; if you
stop an embezzlement scheme here on Third Avenue, another doesn't naturally start in the next



office building. White-collar crime happens through an intersection of patholory and

opportuniqS getting the S.E.C. busy ending the oppo(unity is a good way to limit the range of
the pathology.

Social trends deeper and less visible to us may appear as future historians anallze what went on.

Something other than policing may explain things-just as the coming of cheap credit cards and

state lotteries probably did as much to weaken the Mafia's Five Families in New York, who had

depended on loan sharking and numbers running, as the F.B.I. could. It is at least possible, for

instance, that the coming ofthe mobile phone helped drive drug dealing indoors, in ways that

helped drive down crime. It may be that the real value ofhot spot and stop-and-frisk was that it
provided a single game plan that the police believed in; as military history reveals, a bad plan is

often better than no plan, especially if the people on the other side think it's a good plan. But one

thing is sure: social epidemics, of crime or ofpunishment, can be cured more quickly than we

might hope with simpler and more superficial mechanisms than we imagine. Throwing a Band-

Aid over a bad wound is actually a decent strategy, if the Band-Aid helps the wound to heal

itself.

\Vhich leads, further, to one piece of radical common sense: since prison plays at best a small role

in stopping even violent crime, very few people, rich or poor, should be in prison for a nonviolent

crime. Neither the streets nor the society is made safer by having marijuana users or peddlers

locked up, let alone with the horrific sentences now dispensed so easily. For that matter, no

social good is served by having the embezzler or the Ponzi schemer locked in a cage for the rest

ofhis life, rather than having him bankrupt and doing community service in the South Bronx for

the next decade or two. Would we actually have more fraud and looting of shareholder value if
the perpetrators knew that they would lose their bank accounts and their reputation, and have to

do community service seven days a week for five years? It seems likely that anyone for whom

those sanctions aren't sufficient is someone for whom no sanctions are ever going to be sufiicient.

Zimring's research shows dearly that, if crime drops on the street, criminals coming out of prison

stop committing crimes. What matters is the incidence of crime in the world, and the continuity

of a culture of crime, not some "lesson learned' in prison.

At the same time, the ugly side of stop-and-frisk can be alleviated. To catch sharks and not

dolphins, Zimring's work suggests, we need to adjust the size of the holes in the nets-to make

crimes that are the occasion for stop-and-frisks real crimes, not crimes like marijuana possession.

\4tren the New York City police stopped and frisked kids, the main goal was not to jail them for
having pot but to get their fingerpints, so that they could be identified if they committed a more

serious crime. But all over America the opposite happens: marijuana possession becomes the

serious crime. The cost is so enorrnous, though, in lives ruined and money spent, that the

obvious thing to do is not to enforce the law less but to change it now. Dr. Johnson said once

that manners make law, and that when manners alter, the law must, too. It's obvious that
marijuana is now an almost universally accepted drug in America: it is not only used casually
(which has been true for decades) but also talked about casually on television and in the movies



(which has not). One need only watch any stoner movie to see that the perceived risks of
smoking dope are not that you'llget arrested but that you'll get in trouble with a rival frat or look
like an idiot to women. The decriminalization of marijuana would help end the epidemic of
imprisonment.

The rate of incarceration in most other rich, free countries, whatever the differences in their
histories, is remarkably steady. In countries with Napoleonic justice or common law or some

mixture of the two, in countries with adversarial systems and in those with magisterial ones,

whether the country once had brutal plantation-style penal colonies, as France did, or was once

itself a brutal plantation-style penal colony, iike Australia, the natural rate of incarceration seems

to hover right around a hundred men per hundred thousand people. (That doesn't mean it
doesn't get lower in rich, homogeneous countries-just that it never gets much higher in
countries otherwise like our own.) It seems that one man in every thousand once in a while does

a truly bad thing. All other things being equal, the point of a justice system should be to identiS,
that thousandth guy, find a way to keep him from harming other people, and give everyone else a

break.

Epidemics seldom end with miracle cures. Most of the time in the history of medicine, the best
way to end disease was to build a better sewer and get people to wash their hands. "Merely
chipping zwly 

^t 
the problem around the edges" is usually the very best thing to do with a

problem; keep chipping Lway patiently and, eventually, you get to its heart. To read the literature
on crime before it dropped is to see the same kind of dystopian despair we find in the new

literature of punishment: we'd have to end poverty, or eradicate the ghettos, or declare war on
the broken family, or the like, in order to end the crime wave. The truth is, a series of small

actions and events ended up eliminating a problem that seemed to hang over ever).thing. There
was no miracle cure, just the intercession of a thousand smaller sanities. Ending sentencing for
drug misdemeanors, decriminalizing marijuana, leaving judges free to use common sense (and,

where possible, getting judges who are judges rather than politicians)-many smal1 acts are

possible that will help end the epidemic of imprisonment as they helped end the plague of crime.

"Oh, I have taken too little care of this!" Ki.g Lear cries out on the heath in his moment of
vision. "Take physic, pomp; expose thyself to feel what wretches feel." "This" changes; in
Shakespeare's time, it was flat-out peasant poverty that starved some and drove others as mad as

poor Tom. In Dickens's and Hugo's time, it was the industrial revolution that drove kids to
mines. But every society has a poor storm that wretches suffer in, and the attitude is always the

same: either that the wretches, already dehumanized by their suffering, deserve no pity or that
the oppressed, overwhelmed by injustice, will have to wait for a better world. At every moment,

the injustice seems inseparable from the community's life, and in every case the arguments for
keeping the system in place were that you would have to revolutionize the entire social order to

change it-which then became the argument for revolutionizing the entire social order. In every

case, humanity and common sense made the insoluble problem just get up and go away. Prisons

are our this. We need take more care. r)


